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Cello

DOMINANT PRO® set NO.DP400 for cello
The idea

Professional

Thomastik-Infeld DOMINANT PRO® NO.DP400: For all you pros.

Inspiration redefined

Inspired by the sound of a tube amplifier and using the playing possibilities created by an innovative metal core, 
DOMINANT PRO® redefines past tonal ideals. The set has an airy, light sound character with pronounced, brilliant 
overtones and a pleasantly warm basic timbre with plenty of texture. DOMINANT PRO® is a sheer joy to play.

ModulationPlus

Highest modulation capacity of timbres and sound structure: depending on the playing style, the sound of the 
strings can be formed with incredible brilliance or to be warm, round and saturated. The sound structure can be 
wonderfully modulated from fine-grained to coarse-grained.

Shhh ... Pow!

The dynamic range extends from an airy and delicate pianissimo (pp) to a rich fortissimo (ff).

Faster than ever

DOMINANT PRO® is the name of the fastest and most direct response within the Thomastik-Infeld cello string 
repertoire. Especially at high bow speed, the strings develop their supporting resonance.

Structure

Rich colors and also an especially structured sound!



    A NO.DP41

This A-string has an airy, light sound character with a warm sound foundation. Its pronounced brilliance means the 
NO.DP41 always delivers a beautiful brightness. Its timbre and the distinctive sound structure can be modulated in 
many ways, from fine-grained to coarse-grained. The A-string is quickly and easily ready to play.

    D NO.DP42

The D-string NO.DP42 is also characterized by an airy and light sound character but is somewhat warmer 
than the A-string. It is the tonal prime example of a cello D-string – warm, round, singing – and creates a 
homogeneous connection to the G- and C-strings. However, its sonorous sound in the upper registers is exceptional. 

    G NO.DP43

The NO.DP43 G-string has a dark, warm color with a slightly metallic brilliance. Unlike tungsten-wound G-strings,  
it offers slightly less modulation capacity, but has a very sustaining focus.

    C NO.DP44

The C-string NO.DP44 has an intense dark and particularly rich sound. Its beautiful bass-baritone sound with 
seductively growly notes supports the resonance of the whole set.

The set

Technical details DP400

Instrument: cello 4 ⁄4 – 70 cm | 27.6”

kg lb
TAILPIECE

END
PEG
END

MEDIUM

DP41 a la I Carbon steel Chrome  18.2 40.1

DP42 d re II Carbon steel Chrome  14.2 31.3

DP43 G Sol III Spiral Nickel alloy  13.8 30.4

DP44 C Do IV Spiral Tungsten/nickel alloy 13.4 29.5

  DP400  Set includes: DP41, DP42, DP43, DP44

CORENO. OUTER MATERIAL
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Find out more about our DOMINANT PRO® strings at dominantpro.com


